GETTING CONNECTED

**Computer Set-Up For New Users**

Please follow all steps found on: meded.ucsd.edu/go/laptopsetup as you will need to ensure that your computer is set up properly for wifi connection, security features, email, video, exams, and other functions.

**Connect to Wifi**
- Turn your Wi-Fi to ON
- Select UCSD-PROTECTED
- Enter your UCSD (AD) Username (without “@ucsd.edu”) and Password
- Accept the certificate

**UCSD Email**
- meded.ucsd.edu/go/email
- UCSD Health Sciences does not allow email to be forwarded to third party accounts.
- Please check your email frequently as important notices and information are delivered via email for which you are accountable for reading.
- Set up your mobile device for UCSD email so you can check your email on the go! Go to: meded.ucsd.edu/go/mobilesetup for specific instructions for your type of phone.

Your feedback is important to us. Please be sure to participate in all surveys when requested.

**ACCOUNTS**

**UCSD Network Account** – Issued by UCSD, provides access to email, VPN, wireless internet, and ResNet.

**Active Directory (AD)** – Issued by UCSD, provides centralized authentication across UCSD resources and email.

**Web Portal** – Issued by MedEDTech, allows access to course websites, calendars, forums, and other electronic resources.

**ExamSoft** – Issued by MedEDTech, allows access to weekly quizzes, and course exams.

**OASIS** – Issued by SOM, allows access to online course scheduling, student grading, and course/faculty evaluations.

**OASIS** – Issued by SOM, allows access to online course scheduling, student grading, and course/faculty evaluations.

**PROGRAMS & APPLICATIONS**

Be sure you have the latest updates for Microsoft Office installed on your computer. Follow the “Computer Set-Up For New Users” guide.

Other software and applications may be needed at the request of your instructor or program.

**Web Portal**
- **School of Medicine:** meded.ucsd.edu/go/portal
- **School of Pharmacy:** sspps-portal.ucsd.edu
- Enter your UCSD (AD) Username (without “@ucsd.edu”) and Password
- Your primary resource for Curricular and Class specific information.
- Also contains contacts, block and exam schedules, syllabi, assignments and materials, video/podcasts, groups, threads, e-reserves, evaluations, and library links.
- Organized by class and term (Fall, Winter, Spring).

**Assistance**

For Course sites and all aspects of the Web Portal: 858-534-4123 or mededtech@ucsd.edu

For Email, Podcasts, Accounts, and AV Services: 619-543-4357 or 3help@ucsd.edu

Our mission at the School of Medicine is to provide cutting edge resources and education to our students so they may grow into innovative and compassionate physicians, focused on providing superior medical care to the global community.

As educators, we are driven to build on our exceptional biomedical, behavioral and health services and research experience. We are at the forefront of new technology and strive to push the boundaries of the art of medicine through education and the preparation of future physicians.